Configuring MASON-Secure on Blackberry 10

Thanks to Matt Szaro and Brian Mancuso for this documentation.

STEP 1:
In the top right hand corner of the home screen, tap the gear icon to the right of the battery.

STEP 2:
In the left hand column of the settings, tap the icon for the Wi-Fi settings
STEP 3:
Then tap on the MASON-SECURE network displayed in the list of available wireless networks.

STEP 4:
The device will prompt the user for his or her PatriotPass credentials. After enter them and then tap Connect in the bottom right hand corner.
STEP 5:
The device will now display two messages shown in the figures below; “Attempt 1 of 3: Connecting to network,” and “Attempt 2 of 3: Authenticating.” Wait for it to finish.
STEP 6:
The screen will return to the Wi-Fi page from earlier. Make sure that it displays “connected” below "MASON-SECURE" before finishing up and returning to the home screen.